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Abstract
 Forestland management depends on assessing changes that occur over time. Long-term photo point
 monitoring is a low-cost method for documenting these changes. Using forestry as an example, this
 article highlights the idea that long-term photo point monitoring can be used to improve many types of
 land management decision making. Guidance on establishing photo points in the field and taking and
 cataloging images is presented. By implementing long-term photo point monitoring, landowners can
 document land management successes, and Extension professionals can use the resulting images to
 relay information on proper planning and management.
   
Introduction
Forestland management decision making is often based on forest inventorying, which may include
 assessing forests for tree diameters, tree heights, or measures of tree density (Avery & Burkhart,
 2002). Often landowners are not well equipped to conduct forest inventories without the help of a
 land management professional. In addition, landowners may focus on managing for nontimber
 objectives, such as preserving land to pass on to heirs, retaining scenic beauty, and using land for
 recreation (U.S. Forest Service, 2009). Nontimber objectives such as these may be difficult to value
 through traditional forestry methods. This circumstance can be a challenge for Extension
 professionals needing additional ways to illustrate land management alternatives to the public. One
 effective tool that both landowners and Extension professionals have at their disposal, however, is
 photography. Photography is one of the fastest growing categories of recreational forest use (Wear
 & Greis, 2013), but it also can be used to document forestland management activities. Today,
 cameras are relatively affordable and easy to use, making photography a low-cost option for forest
 assessment.
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 an option for landowners and Extension educators needing to document land changes over time.
 The article provides guidance on establishing photo points in the field, developing guidelines for a
 photo point monitoring endeavor, and taking and cataloging images. It should be noted, however,
 that this technique can be used beyond the context of forestland management to document a
 variety of land management activities, including stream-side management endeavors, wildlife
 habitat improvements, and agricultural practices.
Guidance on the Photo Point Monitoring Process
Establishing Photo Points in the Field
When setting up permanent photo points in a forest, choose a broad range of locations with regard
 to tree canopy, groundcover, slope, aspect, and ecosystem characteristics. When you have selected
 a photo point, place a permanent marker to indicate the location of the photo point on the ground.
 Consider the long-term nature of the area in which the point is located and possible future
 conditions when deciding how best to mark the point. For example, a wooden or plastic marker may
 not be well suited to a forest that is regularly burned under a prescribed fire regime. A metal
 marker, such as rebar or a t-post, may be inappropriate if the point is in an area with high vehicular
 or foot traffic due to safety and equipment damage concerns. After establishing and marking photo
 points, record their locations on a map and/or by using a GPS so that you can easily return to them.
 Or you may use geotagging options that attach location information to photo files, if available.
Developing Guidelines for the Process
Develop and document guidelines for the photo point monitoring process. Field of view, camera
 settings, time of day, and season are important factors to address. Guidelines should be detailed
 enough that someone with no knowledge of how the photos have been taken in the past could
 replicate the conditions. Guidelines should relate to how to frame the photo, what camera and lens
 to use, how often to take photos, and how to use a field notebook:
1. Frame the photo the same way each time. Use a tripod set at the same height and pointed in the
 same direction. Place a small, visually unobtrusive marker in the plot to be used to line up the
 image. A compass may be used to establish photo direction, or you may refer to prior images to
 recreate previous views.
2. Use the same camera and lens each time. If possible, use a fixed focal length lens (a prime lens).
 If a prime lens is not available, set the lens to the same focal length to avoid inconsistent zoom.
 It may be helpful to simply zoom out as far as the lens will allow to ensure that the zoom is
 always set the same.
3. Decide how often photos should be taken. Depending on objective, accessibility, and activities, the
 frequency with which photos are taken may range from weekly to yearly. Good times to take
 photos are just before, during, and after activities such as prescribed fire, herbicide application,
 harvesting, planting, and other activities that change the appearance of the forest. You also
 should establish some times of the year that serve as a baseline for when photos are always
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 taken. Attempt to take photos with similar exposures and at the same time of day.
4. Document what you see in a field notebook. Write down everything that may affect photo quality
 or the visual quality of the forest. Note forest changes you see. These notes can later be
 associated with file names, dates, and keywords in a photo database.
Cataloging the Images
Commercially available software, such as iPhoto or Picasa, can be used to digitally catalog images
 (Wolf, 2007). Most photo software has a keyword feature to assure that the same words are used
 each time for the same treatments or conditions. Keywords should document the location in which
 and circumstances under which a photo was taken—for instance, "thinned 3 months" or "burned
 May 2015."
Using the Images as Teaching and Management Tools
Extension educators can use photos from photo point monitoring to develop a narrative that helps
 stakeholders understand how treatments affect management goals, such as by increasing forest
 growth or enhancing the beauty of a stand. Photos may be used to answer questions such as the
 following: Did thinning without prescribed fire make the stand more or less appealing? How large
 are trees after 5, 10, or 15 years? How do stands of similar ages that have undergone different
 treatments compare? What could have been done to better achieve goals? This approach could be
 very similar in format to Smith's (2010) use of forest story cards.
Additionally, an approach similar to use of forest story cards can involve stakeholders in forest
 planning by using photographs to depict visually the impact of management actions. This process
 can help landowners see the benefits of proper land management over time. More experienced
 landowners can use the images to document forest change and management successes and
 failures. In the end, use of photo point monitoring will result in a forest management plan that
 better serves all landowners and facilitates more involvement in the management of their land.
Conclusion
By implementing the techniques related to photo point monitoring outlined in this article, Extension
 educators and landowners can document environmental change, using tools that are readily
 available. This cost-effective method does not replace traditional assessment techniques but instead
 can be incorporated into a more holistic management plan. Extension professionals also can use this
 process to develop a database of land management activity images that illustrate the effects of
 management over time when travel to an actual site is not possible.
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